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Gr I pupils from Highlands and Weizmann Primary Schools enjoyed the fun at Chai 2 Chai.
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CARE
RESILIENCE
AND
ADAPTABILI
Dear Herzlia Community
At the end of this very full and successful
school term packed with feedback, progress
reports, excitement and waves of disruption
thundering in our direction what stands out
for me is: care, resilience and adaptability...

When the mountain burned, the Highlands campuses
switched to on line almost without blinking. When
sports matches were allowed again, our pupils
responded in large numbers and with great
enthusiasm. When instability in Israel caused security
risks and sport outside of campus was stopped,
our pupils found ways to continue on campus - like
mountain biking down the staircase on a course
created around the school grounds.
My interactions with pupils have given me many
reasons for optimism and gratitude: our pupils are
proud of their school. When I heard pupils speak
at the Gr 6 evening (some in person and some on
recordings from home), I noticed their confidence,
openness and energy.
When I listened to the recordings made by alumni
for the AGM, I was blown away by their unanimous
sentiments that Herzlia prepared them way better
for the world after school than they imagined and
I noticed their confidence, pride and maturity.
When I watched our Gr 12 pupils interact with
the Gr I s at the Chai 2 Chai function, I couldn't
help but notice the love and care. When I met
with our high school student leaders, I noticed
positive engagement, attentiveness and a desire
to influence constructively.
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Well done to every pupil who represents our school
so proudly, especially those who join our teams,
those who wear our school uniform correctly and
with pride, those who show respect for others in
the way they talk, debate, differ and collaborate.
With this positive attitude we can only succeed!
Menschlichkeit in action.

Andries Van Renssen
Executive Director, UHS

"While the past few months have been fraught with some difficult challenges
I have been inspired by the level of commitment and participation of our
pupils. It never ceases to amaze me how resilient our pupils are and how
determined our teachers are in bringing out the very best in our children.
Every day I learn something new and, most often, it is from the pupils. It is
exciting to witness their diversity, strengths and challenges. It is still a joy
to come to work each day, even after 40 years of being at Herzlia."

Geoff Cohen

Director of Education, UHS

Geoff Cohen, Director of Education, relocates the sifrei Torah
from Highlands Primary for safekeeping.
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Rabbi Sean Cannon, Head ofJLL, returns the sifrei Torah to
the Beit Midrash.

JE ISH LIFE &
LEARNING
INACTION
By Rabbi Cannon

Head of Jewish Life & Learning, UHS
As term 2 draws to a close, we reflect on what
has been a very tough time for our school
community. We star ted off the term with
commemorating and celebrating all our
special Israel days - the Yamim. Yom Hashoah,
,
Yom Hazikaron , Yom Ha at zmaut, and Yom
Yerushalayim. With perfect timing for the Yamim
we also welcomed our new Shlichim from lsrae�
with the Shmueli family settling into their
new home in Cape Town and Hed Shmueli
starting his new role as our Zionism Shaliach
for the UHS.

"The crisis, as terrible as it has
been, has led to important
discussions and educational
content coming through for our
pupils to learn, grow and enrich
their Jewish identity and personal
connection to Israel."

Directly after the Yamim, chaos erupted in Israel leading
to another terrible war. Immediately we began to
formulate a plan to help our pupils, staff and parents
navigate what we knew would be a tough time. We
created discussion groups for our high school pupils
to debate and engage with all sides of the conflict.
We hosted a panel for staff to empower them with
facts and knowledge to better engage our pupils at age
appropriate levels. The crisis, as terrible as it has been,
has led to important discussions and educational content ,
1 , .
coming through for our pupils to learn.grow and enrich �- � · /,'·,·
their Jewish identity and personal connection to Israel.
, \:
We have also ensured that we continue to create
positive opportunities in a safe Jewish environment
like hosting chal/ah bakes, a Lag B'Omer event and
interactive, celebratory Shabbat programmes on Fridays.
JLL classes have also continued with additions to the
curriculum at every school level. Integration of JLL into
all spaces of the school experience continues as a
priority with advancements and collaborations within
the areas of innovation and technology.
Wishing everyone in the Herzlia family a happy Youth
Day and a restful and peaceful winter break!
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Chai/ah Bake - junior high girls with their cha/lot, ready to bake.

Morah Yael Fish celebrating Yom Ha'atzmaut.
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Lag B'Omer - matric boys enjoying their ffnal Lag B'Omer celebrations at Herzlia.

Lag B'Omer - senior high pupils getting into the spirit of Lag B'Omer celebrations.
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By Michael Vorster
Head of Innovation, UHS
Herzlia aims to expose pupils to as many learning
opportunities as possible. The second term has
seen pupils participating in a large number of
exciting activities and events during the school
day, or in the afternoons.

ESTEAM Club
Another addition to the ESTEAM extra mural offerings
was the primar y school ESTEAM club aimed at
Gr 4-6 pupils. We initially started with one afternoon
per week in the first term, but due to high demand we
had to expand to two additional afternoons per week.
Pupils learn how to create 3D designs in Tinkercad,
produce a green screen film and work together as a
team in Minecraft education while engaging in creative
build challenges.
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"Herzlia established its first eSport
virtual drone racing team in the
high school. This engaging ESTEAM
extra mural presents pupils with
the opportunity to develop their
fine motor skills while competing
against pupils from schools across
South Africa. We are proud to
announce that Herzlia pupils
took up all three top positions
in the Inspire Africa Drone
Racing League.''

Introducing Makerspace
One of the Innovation Centre additions, the Makerspace,
has been buzzing with activity throughout the second
term with pupils from Gr 2-9. Activities include: design
and construction of animal shelters, 3D South African
province representations and new product inventions.

ESTEAM - A New Subject
Our newest subject, ESTEAM, presented Gr 7 pupils
with the opportunity to develop virtual properties in
Minecraft education. Gr 7 ESTEAM and JLL have also
joined forces in their stop motion animation project
that will allow pupils to enter the World ORT animation
competition later in the year. In Gr 8, ESTEAM becomes
an elective subject. Pupils who choose to do ESTEAM
in Gr 8 and 9 are exposed to mechatronics and civil
engineering that include classic computing, coding in
JavaScript, Python and HT ML, working with EV3 robots
as well as more advanced 3D design and printing.

Comput er Olympiad
Herzlia is incredibly proud of all the pupils who entered
the annual Computer Olympiad. T he top achievers
were: Michaela Perkel in Gr I I with a score of I 00%
(only two participants out of 2428 in this category in
SA achieved a perfect score}, Sienna Dibowitz in Gr 9
and Benjamin Levinson in Gr 8 both with a score of
I 00% (only five participants out of 4638 in this category
in SA achieved a perfect score.) Joshua van Tonder,
JoshuaAtie and Aaron Epstein in Gr 9 each with a score
of 93% ( only 14 participants out of 4638 in this category
in SA achieved this score).

St

ff Development

Herzlia's teachers are constantly engaging in staff
development opportunities to enable us to continue
to innovate. Twelve more teachers have already
obtained their Google Educator Level I certification
upon completing the online training that was provided
by MichaelVorster. Teaching staff have also been granted
access to the PurpleZA platform that provides a wide
range of pedagogy-related online certification courses.
T his platform allows teachers to track their progress
on their dashboard as they are completing courses
relevant to their area of expertise.

Pre-Primary Innovation

Gr 7 pupils Danielle Breslow and Chirel Castro working on their
coding project in ESTEAM using EV3 robot.
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Finally, thank you to Herzlia IT for installing SMART
boards in the Pre-Primary Gr R and Middle Group
classes to expose pupils to interactive and engaging
digital content that will help enhance lessons. Teachers
have welcomed the interactive technology with
excitement and will be using it as part of the balanced
teaching and learning approach.

Adam Kaimowitz working on his JLL stop motion animation
project during ESTEAM.

Gr 7 pupils Jordan Sussman and Joel Shamley using EV3 robots
during their ESTEAM lesson.

Or Kadar shows Ruby-Rose Levin (Gr 5, Weizmann Primary) how to use a drill in the Makerspace.
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Herzli� Hi[jh School
Terrn l Hi[jhli[jhts
Celebrating our youth
on 16June
By Marc Falconer
Principal, Herzlia High School
With the approach of Youth Day on 16 June
(incidentally halfway through the year) the
theme for this term's Highlights is youth. And
as it happens, I have just read a short and
rather grumpy article taking issue with what
it called 'the cult of youth' in which the young
were accorded some incomprehensible power
of preternatural innocence.
The South African commemoration of the power of
youth is, however, important to note. The uniting
and igniting actions of the 12-year-old Hector Pieterson
and the 20 000 youth in the Soweto Uprising and their
march on parliament mobilised the world.
Perhaps not quite as heroic a voice, but certainly
a voice not easy to ignore, is the raspy tones of
Greta Thurnberg, like a scolding Jiminy Cricket,
upbraiding the culpable adult world and calling
shame on us for stealing her childhood. However
binary her approach to global climate change, her
call for reflection and reprioritisation is timely. It is
true that the world is what our children will take

custody of. The youth do have something important
to say and the older generation do need to turn up
our hearing aids and listen.
However powerful and determined and inspired the
youth are, the future does, I believe, have to be a joint
effort. It is surely not the case that the youth are
somehow infused with infallible and heavenly purity
and mystical and transformational power by virtue of
having been born relatively recently. Young people,
for all their energy and conviction, have not necessarily
intuitively divined the answers to the most tangled
and knotty of humanity's existential questions.
So while a school should be celebrating the power and
potential of the young, we also need to be aware of
how important the roles of the adults are: to lead
with wisdom and kindness and responsibility and to
give the future a chance to grow and develop in security
and containment.
To allow the young to feel safe and nurtured and to
know that our generation is guilty of all we are charged
with: vanity, destructive greed, arrogance, thoughtless
and willful squandering of all natural resources, we
also do have some part in putting things right and for
repairing what we managed so very badly.

"It is true that the world is what our children will take
custody of. The youth do have something important
to say and the older generation do need to turn up our
hearing aids and listen."
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High School: Dissecting a cow heart in biology class - Ruby Webb, Jordan Williams and Peter Joseph.

Chai 2 Chai - Gr I pupils enjoyed an outdoor drumming session
with their matric buddies.
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Chai 2 Chai - Brothers, Samuel Marcus (Gr 12, Herzlia High
School) and Zachary Marcus (Gr I, Highlands Primary).

Marine day outing at Millers Point.

Gr 7 pupils visiting the Two Oceans Aquarium.

Gr 7 pupils enjoyed some snorkeling with Mr Brorson and Mr Blumenthal as part of their marine day outing.
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Term 2 News

from Highlands Primary
By Yucara Chait
Secretary, Highlands Primary
Lag B’Omer celebrations included a bonfire with
delicious hot potatoes. Our Shavuot bikkurim
collection was a huge success – many thanks to
the parents for their kindhearted generosity.
Boxes and boxes filled with fruit, vegetables and
various non-perishable goods were donated to
the JCS food bank. Yom Yerushalayim was
celebrated with Bnei Akiva creating an awesome
thumbprint painting display with the pupils.
The annual Siddur Ceremony is a big highlight in term
2 for the Gr 3s. The ceremony was held on Zoom for
the parents, but the Gr 3s came dressed in their very
best – all beaming with pride upon receiving their
first siddurim.

“The annual Siddur Ceremony is a
big highlight in Term 2 for the Gr 3s.
The ceremony was held on Zoom
for the parents, but the Gr 3s came
dressed in their very best – all
beaming with pride upon receiving
their first siddurim.”

After missing out on the dog show last year, pupils and
staff were thrilled to host Lloyd and his four-legged
beauties doing tricks again.
Once again the Reach for a Dream Slipper Day was a
great success with all at Highlands Primary enjoying a
day wearing their slippers and contributing to an
amazing cause.
A new addition to our classes is the high school
Makerspace in the Innovation Centre. Gr 4s were first
to get a turn to create their prototype of an owl
house. Followed by the Gr 5s who used spheros and
made pyramids.
Foundation phase took part in a music concert with
Mrs Segal giving each child a musical piece to play on
their instrument of choice.
Another term highlight is always the Gr 6s Market
Day where the pupils work in groups to run their
own stalls. They learn a number of skills including
communication, table and stall decor, organising,
planning and advertising. Each grade then gets the
opportunity to ‘go shopping’ from a wide variety of
crafts, treats, toys, activities and raffles. Market Day is
a great learning opportunity and a fun way to experience
entrepreneurship. All profits go to the end of year
Gr 6 Valedictory and their chosen charity.
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Highlands Primary Gr 3 Siddur Ceremony: Jonathan Van Zyl and
Madison Venter.

Highlands Primary Gr 3 Siddur Ceremony: Leo Huxham, Levi Katz, Caleb Malia, Yonatan Melnik and Sam Nirenstein.

Sam Mendelson receives his siddur from Mr Cohen.
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Highlands Primary Gr 3 Siddur Ceremony: Eve Goodman.

Makerspace: Gr 4s Caprice Maggen, Maya Schreuer, Blake
Laing and £Ilana Sudwarts proudly display their owl house.

Celebrating Slipper Day at Highlands Primary.

Gr 5 pupils Adam $handling, Leah Roytowski and Janna Daitsh programming spheros to explore their museums.
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By Mrs Lindsay Hart

Head of English, Weizmann Primary
At Weizmann we provide our Gr 6s with
opportunities to develop their leadership
skills. One of these is the Buddy Programme
where Gr 6s and Gr Is are paired together
for the year and do activities like eat lunch
together, talk about their buddy's interests
(instead of their own) in order to create
nurturing friendships. Once a month they
meet their buddy for a reading session, chat
about the illustrations and their feelings
about the story. Our first one was a great
success and greatly enjoyed by all!

Market Day was another leadership opportunity
run by the Gr 6s. Pupils could buy crafts (made by the
Gr 6 students and some parents), eat tasty treats and
enter raffles. Market Day was more than just a
successful fundraising charity event, it was also a
wonderful learning experience outside of the
conventional classroom. From the start of this PBL
(project-based learning) experience, the Gr 6s were
paired with partners they might not normally have
chosen to work with and mastered the skills needed

to run a successful market stall. Pupils learned to
communicate, brainstorm ideas, negotiate, plan and
organise - from what they had at their market stall, to
table decor, advertisements, prices etc.
Teachers helped ensure there was a variety of
products and that every stall had something for the
children to do; be it a game, raffle or activity. The
following day the Gr 6s calculated their expenses,
profits or losses and loved learning so many life skills
from the whole experience. Parents were involved in
supplying materials, cash floats, doing much of the
shopping (and tempering ideas that. became
impractical). This was an event with teamwork at
its best.
This is part of our tzedakah programme and RIO 120
was donated to the ONE to ONE organisation. The
balance of R7 000 will go towards the Gr 6s next
tzedakah project later in the year.

"A huge thank you to Weizmann Primary for the magnificent support the school has
sent to our campaign this year. It's greatly appreciated. Whilst we are sad not to be
arranging the exciting fair as in the past, in the effort to collect and distribute beanies,
scarves and toys, we hope to nevertheless bring some joy and fun to some of the most
vulnerable in our city. The philosophy we are adopting in this effort.is - to get warmth,
you must give warmth!" - Albert Glass, ONE to ONE
17
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Buddies Mattjackson,Judah Goodman, Malachi Epstein and Dovi Hack.
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Weizmann Primary
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Gr 6 Market Day: Ben Cohen and Jack Spreck/ey.
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Mr Krupenia presents Ray Kann with his siddur.

Gr 3 pupils Rafael Palmer, Ava Woznica and Lev Nassimov.

•
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Siddur Ceremony: Weizmann Primary Gr 3 pupils donated baskets of fruit in celebration of Shavuot.
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A/on Ashe/: Tower for three - Jedd Solomon, Jordan Jacobs and Jacob Gottlieb.

A/on Ashe/: Fireman - Rafael van Embden.
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We were excited to announce the appointment
of Monique Peer as Deputy Principal of Alon Ashel.
Monique is an asset to our school and her dedication
and love for children shines through. As Senior
Principal of the Herzlia Pre-Primary campuses, I am
thrilled to build young, dynamic leadership succession
on our campus. Monique will continue as the Grade R
teacher, working together with me and bringing her
gentle and focused passion to our Alon Ashel team.
We are also continuing to develop our "greening"
projects around the school and our exciting child
centred sustainable edible garden is in the final stages
of being developed.

Kerem
We kicked off term 2 celebrating Israel's birthday,
Yorn Ha'atzmaut! In true Kerem style we had the most
magnificent, child-centred celebration. Our school
was adorned with blue and white flags, 'passports'
and 'tickets' in hand ready for our journey. Upon our
arrival in Israel we went straight to the shuk where we
had different stations for face painting, orange juice
squeezing and icing of cupcakes!
We then moved on to the festival of Lag B'Omer
where we are reminded of the freedom we have today
to study and learn Torah and keep our traditions alive.
This festival took place after the devastating fires in the
Mother City. It was serendipitous to commemorate
this day by dancing and singing around a bonfire.
As with everything we do, we bring the world and
reality into our school as teachable moments - the
most powerful way of learning.

A true highlight was our Mother's Day celebration.
Expressing gratitude is such an important lesson to
teach our children. At Kerem, whatever we commit to
doing we do with reverence and love!
Before we knew it Shavuot was upon us. The gifting
of the I O commandments by Hashem to the world,
the idea of humility which is weaved into the story of
why Hashem chose Mt Sinai and giving tzedakah by
sharing one's bounty with those less fortunate.
A theme that has permeated through our school
has been the learning of the I O Commandments.
Cheryl Lazarus began the term introducing the Aseret
Programme and discussing a different commandment
beginning with number I 0. The Kerem parents have
been encouraged to be a part of this process as
there are activities to do at home and weekly parent
Zoom meetings.
At Kerem we believe in growing our children from
the inside out as we give our children the emotional
language with which to express themselves - a gift
for life.
We commemorate Youth Day on June 16 where we
remember those that fought for justice and equality.
Our children are so fortunate to be afforded the
opportunity to learn and develop in such a magnificent
institution. W hich brings me to our incredibly
exciting move into our new campus. We are bubbling
with anticipation and cannot wait to be settled into
our new space.

"The Alon Ashel, Gan Aviv and Kerem teaching teams
have navigated teaching face-to-face and managed
COVID-19 protocols this term determined to give our
children the very best 'learning through play' experience
using the class and playground, ball skills, music, yoga and
extracurricular activities:'
22
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Aton Ashe/: Rabbi Thurgood learning Torah with Julianna Krupp,
Jordan Ward and Jake Pauwen.

Aton Ashe/: Shabbat ring with June Hayman and Kate Balkin.

Aton Ashe/: Am Yisrae/ Chai - Noah C/osenberg.

Aton Ashe/: Jamie Katzen is five.
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Gan Aviv: Eli Sher and Ezra Jacobson enjoying outside time.

Gan Aviv: MotoGP with Sam Wisenberg.

Shalom Melissa: Melissa Raubenheimer, Karen Kaimowitz and Jos Horwitz.
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Bonfires and potatoes

- Lag B'Omer at Kerem Pre-Primary.

Shavuot at Kerem: Erin Marcus and Ziggy Nerwich.
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Kerem:Jessica and Charlie Osborne.

Yom Ha'atzmaut at Kerem: Head Teacher, Cara Jacobs, visiting
Israel with Julian Jacobson and Madison Daniel.

Kerem: Amanda Nerwich with Ziggy and Chloe.
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Gr 6 Market Day at Highlands Primary.
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